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Abstract. Nakamoto’s Bitcoin blockchain protocol implements a dis-
tributed ledger on peer-to-peer asynchronous networks. In this paper we
analyze Bitcoin by (i) extending PRISM, a probabilistic model checker,
with a ledger datatype, (ii) modelling the behaviour of blockchain’s key
participants – the miners – and (iii) describing the whole protocol as a
parallel composition of processes. The probabilistic analysis of the model
highlights how forks happen and how they depend on some parameters of
the protocol, such as the difficulty of the crypto-puzzle and the network
communication delays. Our results confirms that considering transac-
tions in blocks at depth larger than 5 as permanent is reasonable because
the majority of miners have consistent blockchains up-to that depth with
probability almost 1.

1 Introduction

Blockchain is an emerging technology that implements a distributed ledger on
peer-to-peer asynchronous networks that are dynamic, in the sense that nodes
may either join or leave. It is exploited in many contexts including the manage-
ment of cryptocurrencies (Bitcoin being the most famous one [21]) and of decen-
tralized applications (e.g., Ethereum smart contracts [7]), the implementation of
voting systems [5] and the support of other application specific protocols [2, 25,
26].

When implementing a distributed ledger on a dynamic peer-to-peer asyn-
chronous network, one has to address the problem of inconsistent updates of
the ledger performed by different nodes. This problem is actually a variant of
the distributed consensus, which is known to be unsolvable since 1985 [13]. To
overcome this shortcoming, blockchain uses an ingenious approach: it guarantees
a so-called eventual consistency whereby the various replicas of the ledger may
be temporarily inconsistent in at most the last m blocks.

The blockchain consensus protocol is very complex and the current research
is actively involved in studying its properties and its criticalities. Indeed, under-
standing the details of the behaviour of such protocol is of paramount impor-
tance because overseeing some details might introduce vulnerabilities and pave
the way to attacks. For example, inconsistencies of the ledger replicas, which are
called forks, occurring when there are two or more blocks at the same height
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of the ledger, may be used for rewriting the transaction histories and make the
blockchain evolve to a wrong state.

In this paper we consider the consensus protocol used in Bitcoin and study
its properties by taking advantage of formal methods. In particular, we focus
on the key participants of the protocol, the miners and model their behaviour
as PRISM [19] processes; then we describe the whole protocol as the parallel
composition of the involved miners. Since the duration of mining a block and of
broadcasting a message to all the nodes of the network can be modelled as an
exponential distribution with a so-called rate parameter [4, 12, 28], we found it
appropriate to rely on Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMCs) for providing
a probabilistic model of our processes. Remarkably, to the best of our knowledge
this is one of the first paper formally studying the properties of Bitcoin through
a probabilistic model checker.

In order to model and analyse Bitcoin, we use PRISM [19], an off-the-shelf
tool suitable for modelling and analysing systems that exhibit random or prob-
abilistic behaviours. However, since PRISM lacks linguistic primitives to model
the complex datatypes used by the protocol underlying Bitcoin, we had to ex-
tend it with a library implementing the notion of block of transactions and of
ledger in a native way: ledger, block and set. After this extension, we have
been able to define a simple model of the Bitcoin protocol that details miners’
behaviours as processes and analyse the resulting system. As an initial step, we
assess the coherence of our model by verifying that the probability of mining
a new block within a given amount of time and the probability of forking we
compute are in full agreement with the values available from the literature.

In particular, it turns out that the probability of a fork strictly depends
on the broadcast delay and on the difficulty of the cryptopuzzle, that is the
difficulty of computational problem that miners must resolve in order to add a
new block to the ledger. Our analysis also vindicates the statement that waiting
for at least 6 confirmations before considering a transaction as permanent in the
ledger is reasonable because at that time the majority of miners has a consistent
blockchain with probability almost 1.

After the empirical validation of the model, we study the trade-off between
security guarantees and hardness of the solution of the cryptopuzzle needed
to add a new block to the ledger. More precisely, we study the probability of
reaching forking states when we decrease the level of difficulty of the cryptopuzzle
in order to increase the speed of the mining process. Our analysis shows that by
slightly decreasing the difficulty level the speed of mining increases at the cost
of an almost irrelevant increase of the probability of forking.

We would like to stress that our PRISM libraries (ledger, block and set)
are generic, in the sense that they are not tied to the Bitcoin protocol. In fact,
they can be used for modelling and analysing other blockchain protocols, which
is one of the research topics in our future agenda.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 contains a short
account of Bitcoin and its (Proof of Work) consensus algorithm and recap the
main constructs of the PRISM language. Section 3 presents our extension of the
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PRISM language with the new data types, ledger, block and set. Our model
of Bitcoin is presented in Section 4. Section 5 contains our simulations of the
Bitcoin protocol and the comparison with results obtained when the difficulty
parameter is changed. Section 6 compares our proposal with the literature and
Section 7 draws some conclusions and discusses possible future work.

2 Background

2.1 Bitcoin and Proof of work (PoW)

Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer asynchronous global network of nodes that hosts a
ledger logging economic transactions. Transactions are created by participants
to record cryptocurrency transfers and are broadcasted to all the nodes of the
network. Suitable nodes of the network – the miners – gather these transactions,
collect them in blocks and update the ledger. The integrity and the consistency
of the ledgers are ensured by a mix of cryptographic primitives, i.e. secure hash
functions and digital signatures, and by the consensus protocol. This protocol is
run by every miner of the network and ensures that the updates performed on
the ledger by the different miners will be eventually consistent. In particular, the
protocol is byzantine fault tolerant [9, 20] and guarantees that the (eventual)
consensus is always reached found by the majority of the nodes.

A key parameter of the Bitcoin consensus protocol is the mining speed.
Clearly, the faster miners are, the higher is the probability of conflicts and thus
of inconsistencies likely is the inconsistency between miners. Bitcoin regulates
mining by relying on the Proof of work (PoW) [21] technique, which requires
miners to solve a computational hard problem before being allowed to add a new
block to the ledger1. By regulating the difficulty of the PoW, Bitcoin keeps the
mining speed at around 10 minutes. Once a miner solves the PoW, it broadcasts
the block to all the other nodes of the network to be added to their own ledger,
and starts working on the next block.

Since the Bitcoin network is asynchronous it may happen that two nodes mine
and broadcast a block concurrently. This phenomenon, called fork, is at the core
of the inconsistency between ledgers of the network. To overcome this problem,
the Bitcoin protocol guarantees the so-called eventual consistency that we shall
shortly explain. Every miner has a view of the ledger, which is the longest chain
starting from the root (the genesis block) – this chain is called blockchain –
(there may be several such chains, a miner just commits to one). When a miner
creates a new block, the block is added to its ledger in the leaf position of his
blockchain and sends the block to the other nodes with the pointer to his parent.
When a miner receives new blocks, it connects them to his ledger and updates its

1 Technically, the problem consists of finding a number, dubbed nonce, that, once
concatenated and hashed together with the (header of the) block, produces a target
that starts with a certain number of zeros. The only solution to find such a nonce
is through an exhaustive search and the difficulty is proportional to the size of the
nonce search space and to the number of zeros required to the target.
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“view” if another chain has become longer than its own blockchain, generating
stale blocks2. Notice that due to network delays it might happen that a miner
receives a block that cannot be connected to its ledger because a previous block
is missing (they are called orphan). Eventual consistency means that all the
blockchains of the network are consistent up-to the last few blocks. For this
reason, Bitcoin considers both transactions and miner’s rewards in blocks at
depth greater than 6 as permanent [1].

In this paper we will overlook a number of features of Bitcoin that are either
not relevant for the analysis of the protocol or that can be abstracted out. Such
as the Bitcoin rewards that are reserved for those who solve the problem3 or
the computational complexity of the cryptopuzzle (that can be abstracted by
choosing ad-hoc rates of the mining actions).

2.2 PRISM language

PRISM [19] is a probabilistic model checker that inputs a formal probabilistic
description of a system and computes the likelihood of the occurrence of certain
events. PRISM supports different kinds of probabilistic formalisms; in this con-
tribution we focus on CTMCs models, which are transition system where each
transition from a state s to a state s′ is labeled by a positive real number ρ,
dubbed the rate of the transition. Then, the probability of performing a tran-
sition from state s to state s′ within t time units is given by the exponential
distribution 1 − e−ρt [18]. We refer to [17] for a full account of the formalisms
supported by PRISM.

In order to specify systems, PRISM uses a concurrent language, the PRISM
language. A system is the parallel composition of a set of modules, representing
processes, that can interact with each other; every module represents a (sequen-
tial) agent and has an internal state represented by a tuple of local variables.
The overall state of a system is determined by the state of all the modules.

The behaviour of a module is defined by a set of commands that specify
how and under which conditions a module performs a transition and updates its
internal state. Modules have commands of the form

[] guard -> rho_1:update_1 +...+ rho_n:update_n;

where guard is a predicate over the variables in the module (even those of other
modules); and update_i corresponds to a transition that the system can make.
A transition is defined as an update that assign a new value to some variables
of the module. When guard is true, the module chooses a transition specified in
the command (the operator + denotes a nondeterministic choice) according to
the rate rho_i associated to that update. That is, the next state is computed
according to a race condition [18]. In fact, typically from one state there is more

2 Blocks which were successfully mined but which are not included on the current best
blockchain, likely because another block at the same height had its chain extended
first.

3 These are 6.25 Bitcoin in May 26th 2020.
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than one reachable state and the first transition to be triggered determines the
next state of the CTMC.

Commands can also specify synchronizations between modules through ac-
tions, which are placed inside square brackets. To clarify, we propose a simple
example from PRISM documentation4 that models an N -place queue of jobs
and a server which removes jobs from the queue and processes them:

1 ctmc
2
3 const int N = 10;
4 const double mu = 1/10;
5 const double lambda = 1/2;
6 const double gamma = 1/3;
7
8 module queue
9 q : [0..N];

10
11 [] q<N -> mu:(q’=q+1);
12 [] q=N -> mu:(q’=q);
13 [serve] q>0 -> lambda :(q’=q-1);
14 endmodule
15
16 module server
17 s : [0..1];
18
19 [serve] s=0 -> 1:(s’=1);
20 [] s=1 -> gamma:(s ’=0);
21 endmodule

In the above code we define two modules, queue (row 8 to 14) and server (row
16 to 21) that synchronize on the action serve (in square parenthesis). Mod-
ule queue has an integer variable q (defined in row 9) representing its size (the
constant N - defined in row 3 - denotes its capacity). Transitions describe the
operations on the queue. The first one (row 11) inserts a new element with rate
mu, if the queue is not full (q<N); the insertion is rendered by incrementing the
value of q. Note that the PRISM language uses the prime notation to denote the
new value of a variable, in our case q’ = q + 1. The second transition (row 12)
says that no new element is inserted when the queue is full. The last transition
(row 13) removes an element; it is triggered when the queue is not empty and
there is a synchronization with module server on the variable serve.

In the module server, the boolean variable s (row 17) defines whether the
server is busy or not. The first transition (row 19) allows the server to synchronize
with queue on variable serve when the server is idle. After this synchronization
the server updates its state to busy (s’=1). Note that the rate of this transition
is equal to the product of the two individual rates (in this case, lambda*1). The
second transition (row 20) of module server states that a busy server (s=1) may
complete its task with rate gamma.

4 http://www.prismmodelchecker.org/manual/ThePRISMLanguage/Example2
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3 The Extended PRISM Language

To have a faithful implementation of the Bitcoin protocol we have extended the
PRISM model checker with three dynamic data types: block, ledger and list.
In this section we overview our extension.

3.1 The Block

As discussed in Section 2, Bitcoin blocks record the transactions that are going to
be certified and also contain additional information, such as its hash value and a
pointer to its parent. In our model, a block consists of two pieces of information:
a name that uniquely identify the block and the name of the previous block (call
it father) to which it is connected. Therefore the pair {name;father} uniquely
identifies a block. In turn, name is a pair whose first element is the identity of the
miner which mined the block and the second element is a unique numeric label.
For instance, m4,7 represents the name of a block created by the miner m4 with
label 7. The numeric label counts the number of blocks minted by the miner.
The father is encoded by the name of the corresponding block. Henceforth,
{m3,0; m4,7} denotes a block named m3,0 whose previous block is m4,7. We
also consider all blocks of this model as valid 5

3.2 The ledger

The ledger data type is a pair {T;p}, where T is a tree of blocks with each
block pointing to its own parent, and p is a pointer to a leaf at maximal depth
(therefore the name of the corresponding block). The root of the tree is the
genesis block that is denoted by {genesis,0; genesis,0}. The blockchain of
{T;p} is the sequence of blocks starting from p (therefore the last block is the
genesis one). When a miner with a ledger {T;p} receives a block, he connects
the block at his own ledger and, in case the corresponding depth is higher than
the one pointed by p, his updates p. (This is not always possible because the
father of the block maybe not in T.) When a (honest) miner mines a new block,
the corresponding father is set to p and p is updated. In order to define these
operations we use an operator + that has different implementations depending
on its argument types. In particular:

– ledger+block: the first term is a ledger {T;p} and the second is a block b.
The operator adds b to T if the father of the block is already in the chain. If
the block is not present in the chain, the operator does nothing. In case the
chain of b becomes longer than p, p is updated to the name of b.

– ledger+integer: the first term is a ledger {T;p} and the second is an in-
teger n. In this case, the operator + represents the creation of a new block.
In particular, if the miner is honest, it creates a block whose father is p

and whose name is the miner’s name plus n+1 (the new block points to p,
therefore it is at longer depth). The pointer p is updated to the name of the
new block and the number of nodes created by the miner is set to n+1.

5 For a block to be valid it must hash to a value less than the current target one.
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– ledger+set: the first term is a ledger {T;p} and the second one a set of
blocks. The operator extracts one element from the set and adds it to the T,
if it is possible. If the block is added then it is removed from the set.

Figure 1. An example of blockchain.

In Figure 1, we represent a ledger with two blocks created by m1 and one
block created by m2. The corresponding blockchain is the one pointed by the
rightmost arrow. Instead the block created by m2 is a valid stale block.

3.3 The Set

The set data type is implemented as a list of blocks without duplications. The
data type has an extraction operation, represented by the operator +, that re-
turns an element of the set (which is extracted randomly) and removes it from
the set. The list is used to maintain, for each miner, the orphan blocks.

4 The Bitcoin Model

In our model, a Bitcoin system is a parallel composition of n miners and two
processes (Hasher and Network) that simulate, respectively, the miner hashing
process and the broadcast of new blocks (see Figure 2). Every process is expressed

Figure 2. The Bitcoin model architecture.
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as a CTMC entity because

1. the time spent by a minermi to mine a block can be described by an exponen-
tial distribution 1− e−λmi , where the parameter λmi depends on the miner
hashing power and the difficulty level of the crytopuzzle Nakamoto [21],

2. the communication delay across the Bitcoin network can be also approxi-
mated by an exponential distribution [10].

For the sake of clarity, we are presenting a simplified version of the imple-
mented code6.

1 module Hasher
2 [win] (Hashers_STATE=HasherRes) -> mR : τHasher;
3 [lose] (Hasher_STATE=HasherRes) -> lR : τHasher;
4 endmodule
5
6 module Miner
7 Miner_i_STATE : [Mine ,Winner ,Lost ,Add] init Mine;
8 b : block {m,0; genesis ,0};
9 B : ledger [{genesis ,0; genesis ,0}];

10 c : [0..N] init 0;
11 setMiner_i : set [];
12
13 [win] (Miner_i_STATE=Mine) -> hR_i : (Miner_i_STATE ’= Winner );
14 [lose] (Miner_i_STATE=Mine) -> hR_i : (Miner_i_STATE ’=Lost);
15 [addBlock] (Miner_i_STATE=Winner) ->
16 1 : (c’=c+1)&(b’=B+c)&(B’=B+b)&( Miner_i_STATE ’=Mine);
17 [addBlock] (Miner_i_STATE=Lost) ->
18 rMw_i : (setMiner_i ’= setMiner_i+set)&( Miner_i_STATE ’=Add);
19 [] (Miner_i_STATE=Add) -> 1 : (B’=B+setMiner_i )&( Miner_i_STATE ’=Mine);
20 endmodule

Listing 1. Simplified model of the Hasher and a miner.

The Hasher process is described in lines 1 to 4 of Listing 1. We use it to ab-
stractly represent the PoW made by miners. In particular, miners who want
to solve the crypto-puzzle synchronize with the Hasher which “answers” telling
them if they succeeded or not. The Hasher consists of two transitions: the first
one with action [win] and rate mR is triggered when the synchronizing miner
finds a solution for the PoW ; the second one with action [lose] and rate lR

(lR = 1−mR) is triggered when the synchronizing miner does not find a solution
to PoW.

A Miner, described in Listing 1 line 6 to 20, behaves as follows:

– it may receive a block from the network.
– it may create (e.g. mine) a new block: in our setting, mining a block amounts

to winning the proof of work contest and it is represented by a rate. This rate
indicates the nodes’ rate of generating new blocks. Therefore, it corresponds
to the computational power of miners to solve the cryptopuzzles of the proof-
of-work. In this way we abstract away from the proof-of-work technique for
mining blocks. When a block is created by a miner, it is added to the local
ledger and it is forwarded to all the other miners of the network.

6 The actual implementation can be found here https://github.com/

adeleveschetti/bitcoin-analysis/
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– it may try to add blocks stored in his local set to the local ledger.

A Miner has four state variables: B represents its own ledger corresponding tp
the local view of the state of the system; b indicates the last valid block added
to B; setMiner indocates the miner’s local set in which the block received by
the network are stored before being (eventually) added to the local blockchain
B, and c is a counter of the minted blocks.

The Network process is defined in Listing 2.

1 module Network
2 Network_STATE : 0;
3 n : numberOfMiners
4 for e from 0 to n:
5 set_e : set [];
6
7 for i from 0 to n:
8 [addBlock] (Miner_i_STATE=Winner) ->
9 1 :

10 for e from 0 to n:
11 if e != i:
12 set_e ’=set_e+b;
13 endmodule

Listing 2. Simplified model of the Network.

It has one set per miner that stores the messages (the blocks) to be delivered to
the corresponding miner.

As the reader can observe from code in Listing 1, Miner and Hasher synchro-
nize over the win and lose actions. Miner receives from Hasher the answer for
its work, which can be either positive or negative depending on the difficulty of
the problem (represented by the hasher values mR and lR) and the hashing power
of the miner (represented by hR i). Since the rate of a synchronization is equal
to the product of the rates of the two actions, the rate of mining a new block
is mR×hR i, which corresponds to the parameter λmi introduced in the previous
section, and the rate of loosing the competition is lR×hR i

If the miner wins, it changes its status in Winner and creates a new block,
which is used to update its ledger – action addBlock – and to send it to the Net-
work in order to communicate the new block to the other miners (e.g. updating
other miners’ sets with the new block). If the miner looses, its status becomes
Lost and it checks for new blocks in the Network with a certain rate rMw i,
which simulates the latency of the network. If there are new blocks, it adds one
of them, chosen randomly to simulate the delay of the network, to its local set.
Then, the state of the Miner becomes Add and it tries to add the blocks to its
ledger. Finally, its status returns to Mine and the process starts again.

5 Simulations

In this section we discuss the outcome of two probabilistic analyses resulting
from the use of PRISM to model the behavior of Bitcoin. The first analysis
validates our model with respect to Bitcoin; the second one studies the trade-off
between the security and the efficiency/scalability of the network (e.g. we study
the relationship between the probability of reaching a fork and the difficulty of
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the cryptopuzzle). We always assume that all miners work honestly; for example,
they never try to mine new blocks and attach them in internal nodes of the ledger.

5.1 Bitcoin coherence

We analyse a system with 16 miners representing the main pools in the Bitcoin
network. To each miner we assign a hashing power (a rate) taking the current
hashing power distribution of Bitcoin illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows

Figure 3. Hashrate distribution of Bitcoin mining pools on May 2020.
Source: https://www.blockchain.com/.

Figure 4. Probability of mining a block within 3000 seconds.

the probability that a block will be mined in 3000 seconds. As the reader can
observe, the probability of a block being found within 600 seconds is about
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63% (or 1 − e−1). In 30 minutes (1800 seconds) a block has about 95% chance
of being found and in 3000 seconds the probability that someone has found
the block is close to 1. We would like to stress that our model follows what is
observed in the real execution of the protocol.7 It is, indeed, well known that
the Bitcoin protocol automatically adjust the difficulty of the cryptopuzzle to
maintain constant, around 10 minutes, the average time between the creation of
two blocks [21].

Figure 5. Probability of reaching a fork of length 1 by varying the broadcast delay.

In Figure 5, we analyze the probability of reaching a state where at least two
different blockchains differ for one block (fork of length 1). The reader may notice
that the probability decreases with the increase of the communication delay
rate. This follows form the remark that the higher is the rate, the smaller is the
expected time for the transition to occur. We notice that, with rate rbroadcast =
0.08, we obtain results in line with those of [10].

Figure 6. Probability of a fork of increasing length.

7 https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Confirmation
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Figure 6 reports the probability of having forks of increasing length. In this
case, we fix the broadcast delay to rbroadcast = 0.08. As the reader can observe,
the probability to obtain a fork of length 5 is of the order of 10−8, while it is
approximately zero when the length of the fork reaches 6. This is a key result,
because a fork of length 6 is considered to be the longest Bitcoin fork.

5.2 Variation of Cryptopuzzle Difficulty

In this section, we compare the probability of mining new blocks and having a
fork while varying the difficulty of the cryptopuzzle.

Figure 7 highlights the relationship between the probabilities of mining a
block in a specific amount of time with two different difficulty rates D. In par-

Figure 7. Probability of mining a block within 600 seconds.

ticular, the comparison is between a system with Bitcoin difficulty rate (1/600)
and a system where a new block is produced every 12 seconds (1/12). Of course,
the probability that a miner finds a new block in this second system is way higher
than Bitcoin. In particular, after 100 seconds the probability that a miner mines
a new block is 1 when the difficulty rate is 1/12. On the contrary, with the
Bitcoin rate, the probability is less than 0.2.

Figure 8 shows how the probability of reaching longer forks varies when the
difficulty rate changes. We have considered the same difficulty rates of Figure 7.
In this case, the probability of reaching a fork of length 6 with difficulty rate
1/12 is greater than 0, whereas it becomes zero with the difficulty rate of Bitcoin.

Finally, we study how the time required to mine a block varies when we
consider different cryptopuzzle difficulties. The results in Figure 9 confirm that
the easier the cryptopuzzle is, the faster the entire system mines a block.

Since the difficulty of the cryptopuzzle affects the speed, one might be inter-
ested in studying the trade off between speed and security. Figure 10 displays
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Figure 8. Probability of forks.

Figure 9. Probability of mining a block within 3000 seconds.

how the probability of reaching a fork of length 1 varies depending on the diffi-
culty parameter. Our results show that a good balance between speed and safety
can be obtained with a difficulty rate equals to 1/500. Indeed, with this rate, the
process of mining a block is faster than in Bitcoin (1/600), but the probability
of reaching a state of fork is not much higher. Even if this is a theoretical result,
it shows that a better trade off between the speed of the mining process and
the security of the network can be obtained. Since mining in Bitcoin is time and
energy consuming, adjusting this trade off may lead to some improvements in
the practice.
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Figure 10. Probability of a fork of length 1 with different difficulty parameter.

6 Related Works

The blockchain protocol was introduced by Haber and Stornetta [15] and only in
the last few years, because of Bitcoin, the problem of analyzing the consistency
of the ledgers has caught the interest of several researchers.

In [14], Garay et al. demonstrate the correctness of the protocol when the
network communications are synchronous, focusing on its two key security prop-
erties: Common Prefix and Chain Quality. The first property guarantees the
existence of a common prefix of blocks among the chain of honest players. The
second property constrains the number of blocks mined by hostile players, when
the honest players are in the majority and follow the protocol.

The extension of this analysis to asynchronous networks with bounded de-
lays of communications and with new nodes joining the network has been un-
dertaken in [22]. In the above contributions, the properties are verified by using
oracles that drive the behaviours of actors. Then, combining the probabilistic
behaviours and assuming possible distributions, one computes expected values.
In contrast with the above works, in [24], P̂ırlea and Sergey propose a formaliza-
tion of blockchain consensus focusing on the notion of global system safety. They
present an operational model that provides an executable semantics of the sys-
tem where nondeterminism is managed by external schedules and demonstrate
the correctness by means of a proof assistant.

The main difference between these contributions and our work is that we
formalize the blockchain protocol as a stochastic system (with exponential dis-
tribution of durations) and derive the properties by simulating the model through
the PRISM model checker. As regards stochastic models for blockchain, few re-
cent researches use them to select optimal strategies for maximizing profit of a
player [4, 29], for formalizing interactions between miners as a game [6, 8] and to
check the ability to discard double-spending attacks of blockchain protocols [23].
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7 Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper we analyzed the consensus protocol of Bitcoin by resorting to
an extension of the probabilistic model checker PRISM. In particular, we ex-
tended PRISM with a library implementing the notion of block of transactions
and ledger natively: ledger, block and set. Using this extension, we defined a
simple model of the Bitcoin protocol where miners’ behaviours are described as
processes and the whole protocol as a parallel composition of miners.

Then we performed two probabilistic analyses covering different features of
the protocol. The first one assessed the coherence of our model by verifying that
the probability of mining a new block within a given amount of time and that of
reaching a fork correspond to that of the real Bitcoin system and to the values
available in the literature. The second analysis has been concerned with the
trade-off between the security and the difficulty of the cryptopuzzle. It pointed
out that slightly decreasing the difficulty level of the cryptopuzzle increases the
speed of mining at the cost of an almost irrelevant increase of the probability of
a fork. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use a model checker to
study properties of Bitcoin.

The security of blockchains has received much attentions in the last few years
and various types of attacks have been found. In this work we restricted our anal-
ysis to systems where all miners are honest and work to extend the blockchain.
In future research, we plan to study these security issues by considering both
peer-to-peer network based attacks and mining-based attacks. The first type of
attacks, e.g. Eclipse attack [16] and Sybil attack [11], can be modeled by changing
the behavior of the Network process, whereas the second one, e.g. 51% attack,
can be analyzed introducing malicious Miner processes.

As further future work, we plan to extend our PRIM model to faithfully
simulate Ethereum. The current Ethereum’s consensus algorithm is based on
proof-of-work that is different from Bitcoin: Ethereum adopts a chain selection
rule to harness the residual mining power in pruned blocks to improve secu-
rity. The protocol includes such blocks in the blockchain, and rewards the min-
ers [27] who mint them. The analysis of other types of consensus protocols used
in blockchains, for example proof of stake [3], requires modifying the Hasher
process, and it is also an interesting future work. Another topic worth further
investigation would be the generalization of the Network process in order to
model different network topologies.
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